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Let K be a field and D a finite dimensional division algebra central over K. 
We propose the following: 
CONJECTURE A. If K contains no nontrivial odd order roots of unity, then 
every finite odd order subgroup of D* (the multiplicative group of D) is cyclic. 
In [+6] we proved Conjecture A if K is either an algebraic number field 
or the completion of an algebraic number field. The proofs given involved 
extremely technical number theoretic methods and were not applicable to 
other fields. In this paper we approach this question from a different viewpoint 
and prove a result valid for arbitrary fields. In the process we prove Conjec- 
ture A for a more general class of both K and D, and we obtain greatly 
simplified proofs of some of the main results of [4-61. 
By a K-division ring we mean a finite dimensional division algebra over K 
with center K. In view of Herstein’s result that finite subgroups of division 
rings of prime characteristic are cyclic [7], we restrict our attention to fields 
of characteristic zero. We let Q denote the field of rational numbers and, for G 
a finite multiplicative subgroup of D, we set 9(G) = {C a& ) ai E Q, Ai E G). 
g’(G) is a finite dimensional division algebra over Q (not necessarily central 
over Q). Amitsur in [2] determined the structure of g(G); in particular 93(G) 
depends on G up to isomorphism, and not on D. We denote the center of 93(G) 
by 8. Since D 3 g(G), D contains the subalgebra generated by K and g(G), 
which is easily seen to be KC? @ 99(G). We set A(G) = KC? OS S(G). We 
will maintain this notation throughout this paper. 
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Suppose 2(G) h as index n. Then A!‘(G) also has index n since A(G) is a 
division algebra. Thus the least index that D could have is [K& : &]n. We 
will say G is maximally embedded in D if the index of D equals [Kg : 
More generally, suppose L is a finite field extension of K and Dr is an 
ring. We say that D1 is maximally embedded in the K-division kg W 
and [D : K] = m2[D1 : L], m = [L : K]. Examples are given in [4] 
to show that, in general, not every L-division ring can be embedded in a 
division ring. We propose the following: 
CONJECTURE B. If an L-division Gzg can be embedded in some K-d~v~i~~ 
u&g, then it caa be maximally embedded in (perhaps another) K-d~vis~~~ ring. 
Our first task will be to settle Conjecture B under some restrictive hypo- 
theses. For notational purposes, if A is a central simple K-algebra (an. algebra 
finite dimensional, simple, and central over K) we denote by ias the tensor 
product over K of A with itself s times. If B is another central simple 
algebra, we write A - B to denote that A and B are in the same class in the 
Brauer group of K. We write (A) for the division ring component of a central 
simple algebra A. if E is a subalgebra of A, we denote the centralizer of E 
in A by CA(E). We refer the reader to [l] for the theory of algebras we will 
be assuming. 
%mQREM 1. Let L be a J;nite extension of K and W an L-division ring. 
Su$pose W C D, ) W, a K-division ring having its exponent eqzcal to its index. 
Then there exists a K-division ring D, having exponent and index equal in z&i& 
W is maximally embedded. 
Proof. Since eDI 3 D, CD1(L) g I) 6& 22, where Da is an L-division 
ring [l, Theorem 13, p. 531. By [4, Lemma 1], C,?(e) - Dr 6&d;. Since L 
is a subfield of I), , CD1(L) has index [DI : K]1/2/[L : K] by [I, Chapter 4, 
Section 91. Let [L : K] = r, [D : L] = nzl [WI : = (~nnt)~. Tnen CD1(L) 
has index nt and so D, has index t. Let s be the least common multiple of a 
and t. Since the exponent of a division algebra divides its index [l, Theorem 17, 
p* 741, W” - w,s N L. Thus D,s &L N (WI &L)” - Ws 6& WSS - L. 
y assumption D, has exponent mt, and since s divides 7~8, fpIs has exponent 
rat/s. Pn particular, the index of (DIS) is at least M/S. Since L is a splitting 
field for (Q”), the index of (DIs) d ivi d es r = [L : K]. This implies that 
s = nt and proves that n and t are relatively prime. 
Let vt E l(mod n) and Y = ab where (a, b) = 1 and, for any prime p, 
p/a e-p/n or p/v. Set u = v + nb. Then u = v(mod n), and @, 7) = I. 
Let Da be the division ring component of (OF”). We will show that D is 
maximaily embedded in Da . Since (u, m) = 1, W, has exponent r?z. Let 2%’ be 
a maximal subfield of B. Then W, & W - [W, @)I< Ejat - E since 
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4&E- CD1(E) which has index t. As E is a splitting field for D, , the 
index of D, divides [E : K] = rn. Now the exponent of D, , which is rn, must 
divide the index of D,; we conclude that D, has index Tn. It remains to show 
that D C D, . 
Since E is a splitting field for D, and [E : K] = index of D, , E C D, 
[l, Theorem 27, p. 611. In particular, L is a subfield of D, . We have 
&,2(L) N D, &L N Dyt &L w [DI &LIUt N CD,(L)Ut N [D & DJUt N 
DUt gL 0;“. But D, has index t, so 0:” N L. Since ut = vt = l(mod n) 
and D has index n, ut = l(mod exponent D). Thus DUt - D, and so 
CDp(L) N D aL L g D. As D and C,JL) are similar division algebras we 
conclude CD2(L) c D, and then D C D, as desired. 
We note the following corollary, which was also proved in [5] and [6]. 
COROLLARY 2. Let G be ajinite subgroup of a K-division ring, K an algebraic 
number Jield OY a completion of an algebraic number Jield. Then there exists a 
K-division ring in which G is maximally embedded, 
Proof. By the results of [l, Chapter 91 it follows that the hypotheses of 
Theorem 1 are satisfied. 
We next study the case where a finite group is maximally embedded in a 
K-division ring. 
THEOREM 3. Let G be a finite group maximally embedded in a K-division 
ring D, and let e be the exponent of J&‘(G). Then K contains a primitive eth root 
of unity. 
Proof. We maintain the notation adopted earlier. Let E, denote a primitive 
eth root of unity over Q. By the results of [2], E, E 8. Assume E, # K. We have 
C,(Kc”) 3 A!(G). S ince G is maximally embedded in D, D has index 
n[K& : K] where n2 = [X?(G) : 81, so C,(K&) = D OK K& has index n. Thus 
C,(K&) = J%‘(G). Let 7 be a K-automorphism of K8 with T(EJ # E, . By 
the Skolem-Noether Theorem there is a d E D with T(a) = dad-l for all 
a E Kg. Thus d&(G) d-l = dC,(KG) d-l = C,(dK&d-I) = C&K&)) = 
C,(K6’) = A’(G). 
We conclude that conjugation by d induces an automorphism of J&‘(G) 
which moves ee . We will show that this is impossible; since the argument 
may have independent interest, we isolate it as a lemma. 
LEMMA 4. Let G be a Jinite subgroup of a K-division ring and suppose v 
is a K-automorphism of A(G). Then v(cJ = E, , where e is the exponent of 
J&‘(G) and E, is a primitive eth root of unity in 6. 
Proof. J%(G) is a cyclic algebra [Q(E,& o, EJ, where e 1 s and (T generates 
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the Galois group of Q(+) over Q [2]. Thus &Y(G) g (.K(E~), C, c,). Since KC? 
is the center of &Y(G), g7(K8) = K8’. Let Z be the grcup of all K-auto- 
morphisms of J&‘(G) and E = (d E &Y(G) 1 r(d) = d for all T E sF>~ If 
d $ IS, dx # xd for some x E &9’(G). Thus conjugation by x is an element 
of A? moving d, and so E is a subfield of KG. Since 91 E z&‘, we have E, $ E. 
Let # be an element of the Galois group of K(E~~) over K extending p jK8 . 
Since q fixes E, # fixes E. By [S, Theorem 1, p. 4621 there is an element of 
s@’ extending $; we continue to write # for the extended automorphism. The 
automorphism 4-r~ fixes KC? elementwise, and so by the SkoBem-Noether 
Theorem there is a d E &Y(G) with $-$(a) = d-lad for ail a E J&‘(G)* ket 
b = 4(d), so p(a) = b-l$(a)b. Let (u,i>, i = 0, I,..., n - 1 be a left K(c~)- 
basis for d(G) with tiOn = Ed, and suppose $(uo) = C aitiUi, ai E K(+J 
Bf o(E~) = ~~~ and #(cm) = E,~, then ~(u~c~) = y(ernr~,) = P(E,~) ?(uO> = 
b--lcEbb-QT a,u,i)b = b-l(C a&$,i)b = y(uO) ~(6~) = b-I( 
b-l(c a&“‘zQ)b. Thus C c&&,~ = C ai&z& and so 
i = Cl,..., IZ - 1. Suppose ai # 0. Then C: = ~2, so ~~(6,“) = a(~,~), 
Since (v, m) = 1, ~9-l fixes SC(+). This forces i = ii, and so #fug) = azt, 9 
a e K(E,). Then fp,(uon) = y(cJ = b-16,vb = p(uo)” = b-P#(u,)nb = b-l(af@b = 
~-~N(oE) Sb where N(a) is the norm of a from R(E,) to 8. T 
so ci-1 =N(a). Accordinglyk(G)*-1 N (K(E,), uy c:-“) N 
3% by [I, Theorem 14, p. 751. In particular, the exponent e of &Y(G) divides 
v - 1. Thus u = l(mod e). But P)(EJ = #(EJ since e, E 33, so ~,!cJ = E,s~. 
Plow ~,(~a) = F$O = E, ) proving the lemma. This also completes the proof 
of Theorem 3. 
We can now prove the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 5. Let G be a jkite subgroup of a K-division r&g paving equal 
exponent and index. If a(G) h as index TZ, then K contains a primitizw nth root of 
WZity. 
ProofV By Theorem 1 we may assume that A( ) is maximally embedded 
in a K-division ring D having equal exponent a index. By Theorem 3 K 
contains a primitive eth root of unity where e is the exponent of A( 
Since M(G) is maximally embedded in D, D OK KC? N CD 
L = I&F. Thus De OK L N J%‘(G)~ N KC?‘, so the index of 
[L : K]. But D has index n[L : K] an d so D has exponent az[E : K]. Since (De) 
has exponent n[L : K-j/e, and e / n, we must have e = n, proving the theorem. 
CONJECTURE C. The conclusion e = n holds even when D does not have 
exponent and index equal. 
COROLLARY 6. Let K contain no nontrivial odd order roots of unity, and 
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suppose D is a K-division ring having index equal to its exponent. Then all odd 
order subgroups of D* are cyclic. In particular, the conclusion holds if K is an 
algebraic number$eld OY the completion of an algebraic number field. 
Proof. The result follows immediately from Theorem 5 together with the 
fact that if G is noncyclic of odd order, then g(G) has odd index. 
Different (and far more difficult) proofs of the last part of Corollary 6 may 
be found in [6 and 71. However, those efforts do not appear to be wasted. 
In [7] we also proved that if K is an algebraic number field having a primitive 
odd order root of unity, then there exists a K-division ring D having a 
noncyclic odd order subgroup. As was pointed out in [7], this same result 
fails if K is allowed to be a local field. This shows there is a special sort of 
converse for Corollary 6 which holds for K an algebraic number field but 
fails for arbitrary K. 
We now examine Conjecture A without the assumption that D has equal 
exponent and index. We suppose G C D* where D is a K-division ring of 
index m, and [B(G) : 81 = n2. Again we set &Z(G) = g(G) @I K& C D. 
We have now C,(K&) G J%(G) OK6 A, w h ere A is also a K&-division ring. 
(In the preceding discussion we showed exponent D = index D implied A 
could be assumed equal to K.) If s2 = [CD(K&‘) : Kc?] and t2 = [A : KG] 
we have s = nt. 
Assume E, $ K where e = exponent J&‘(G). Then there is an automorphism 
9, of Kg over K which moves E, , i.e., ~(6~) # E, . By the Skolem-Noether 
Theorem q~ extends to an inner automorphism of D; we write v again for 
this automorphism. As y(K&) = K&, y actually induces an automorphism 
of C,(KQ. If v induces an automorphism on either d(G) or A we are 
finished by Lemma 4. We show this is in fact the case under certain special 
assumptions. 
LEMMA 7. For any integer m and any automorphism # of (J2’(G))m. (m x m 
matrices over J&‘(G)) we have $(cJ = E, . 
Proof. Suppose #(Q) # E, . Let 
1 0 0 
e,=O 
i 1 0 0 
be the usual matrix unit of (J&‘(G)), . As $(el) is a primitive idempotent, we 
have by [9, Proposition 3, p. 771 an inner automorphism T of (J%‘(G)), so that 
7 0 #(el) = e, . As 7 is the identity on Kg we have for $ = T o $, G(Q) $1 E, . 
Then el&!(G),e, g J&‘(G), and so $ induces an automorphism of e,&(G),e, 
moving E& . This shows that there is an automorphism of &Z(G) moving E, , 
which contradicts Lemma 4. 
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We return to a consideration of C,(K&) E &?(Gj @ A and the auto- 
morphism 9 dicussed above. Suppose (n, t) = 1. We choose b so that 
6 = I(mod n), b = O(mod t). Then 9 induces an automorphism of 
(d(G) @ A)b which moves E*. But (&Y(G) @ A)b g J&(G)* @ Ab g (Gus 
for suitable c. This contradicts Lemma 7, so we obtain the foilowing tbeorem. 
THEOREM 8. Suppose G is a noncyclic odd order subgroup of a K-d~v~s~o~ 
ring D of index m, and let n2 = [g(G) : S]. If (n, m,ln> = 1, then K contaim a 
~o~t~~v~a~ primitive odd order root of unity. 
PYOO$ The hypotheses guarantee that (n, t) = I in the discussion above, 
and so we must have E& E K. 
Theorem 8 is the strongest version of Conjecture A we will prove in this 
paper. FQ~ a final view of it we make an alternative conjecture, 
CONJECTURE D. Suppose D is a K-division ring and p an a~tomo~p~is~ 
of K. Then p extends to an automorphism of either D or a maximal sub$eld of 
e hrst remark that Conjecture D implies Conjecture A. Suppose 
ecture D holds but E, $ K. As before we have C,(K&) z d(G) @ A, 
and an automorphism cp of C,(K&) with p(cJ f E, . Ef 9 extends to an auto- 
morphism of A, then it extends to an automorphism of #A(G) (the centralizer 
of A), which contradicts Lemma 4. If y extends to a maximal subfieid E of A, 
then it extends to (&Z’(G) @L) @ (A @L) z (d(G) @ L)t. As the proofs 
of Lemmas 4 and 7 apply to d(G) @L, we have a contradi 
Lt is not clear that the alternative conclusions of Conjecture 
ff g(G) has index n, then the primitive nth root of unity in its center d can be 
moved by an automorphism which extends to the maximal subfieid Q(E& 
but not to 8(G) (by Lemma 4). This provides an example of an automorphism 
of the center which does not extend to the whole ring. We know of no example 
of an automorphism of a finite-dimensional division algebra which does not 
fix a maximal subfield, The following is a plausible example: Let A be the 
division ring of countably many generic n x n matrices zr , x2 >.. .> x,, >.. . 
over a field F. If q~ is a permutation of (1, 2, 3,. . ~> which ‘does not stabilize any 
finite subset, then xi -+ xoti) induces an automorphism on i2 which is 
nontrivial on the center. We make as our last conjecture the fo~~ow~~g~ 
CONJECTURE E. 9 does not stabilize a maximal subfield 01 A. 
A final remark is in order concerning the finite subgroups of infinite- 
dimensional division algebras. We show that Conjecture A fails in the extreme. 
THEOREM 9. There is an injkite-dimensional divisiolz algebra central ovey Q 
which contains allfinite groups which aYe subgroups of division rings. 
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Proof. Suppose G, , G, ,..., G, ,... is a complete list of the finite subgroups 
of division rings and D, is a division ring of characteristic 0 containing Gi . 
Let R be the free product of the Di over Q; R = Dl IQ D, lo D, la .** . 
By [3] R can be embedded in a universal division algebra El and El contains 
all the Gi as subgroups of its multiplicative group. Let R, = El lo El . 
Then R, can be embedded in a division ring E, by [3]; furthermore any 
element of E1 not in Q is not central in E2 (or in I?,). Suppose we have 
constructed division rings El C E, .*. C E, such that: any element in EBvl 
not in Q is not central in E, . Let Rnil = E, lo E,; R, can be embedded in 
a division ring E,,, , and any element of En not in Q is not central in E,+l . 
Thus we can construct division rings El C E, .-- C E, ..- such that: For any m 
an element of E, not inQ is not central in Enztl . Let E = b E, = utcl E, . 
Then E is a division ring containing all G, . We claim E is central over Q. 
For if x E center E, x $ Q, then x E E, for some m 3 x not central in E,,, , 
a contradiction. Thus E will do. 
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